https://ie.energy/earth_engine/

Earth Engine
Power that uses no fossil fuels, produces no heat, and requires no combustion.

Powering humanity using Magnetic Propulsion, the world’s
most efficient energy source
Earth Engine is the world’s first and only power source propelled by Asymmetrical Magnetic Propulsion.
It can generate electricity, operate liquid pumps, air compressors, and other mechanical devices 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. It is fully independent of the power
grid and offers significant cost savings over other technologies. Earth Engine creates constant, reliable, and renewable energy.

Watch the Earth Engine Live Video Feed
Watch the Earth Engine generating power 24 hours a day, 365 days a year with our live video
feed. https://earthenginelive.com/

The World’s first Magnetic Propulsion Engine streaming live 24 hours a day!
You are watching Inductance Energy’s ‘Crystal’ Earth Engine – a revolutionary new
laboratory scale engine that can change the way the world creates power.
Crystal is a fully transparent laboratory scale model of the Inductance Energy Earth
Engine. The Earth Engine utilizes the ‘push’ created between two opposing permanent magnets to drive large flywheels to create mechanical power. Crystal is
designed solely as a demonstration Engine to demonstrate the attenuation of two
opposing magnetic fields ‘pushing’ a heavy flywheel to create power to drive a generator. Crystal’s flywheel weighs in at 622 pounds (270kg) and is limited to 100
RPMs or less due to the strength of its acrylic main shaft. In comparison,
commercial Earth Engine models can run at several hundred RPMs.
Thank you for visiting EarthEngineLive.com. We hope you can stop by again in the
days and months ahead to watch Crystal continue to operate. Please share this link
with friends and family.
To learn more about the Earth Engine and applied science of magnetic propulsion
visit ie.energy, or register here to receive future updates.

Other important videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wS92Mm4A8a0
https://e-catworld.com/2019/03/30/video-tour-of-iec-earth-engine-training-center-factory/

To learn more please click here to visit the Inductance Energy Web Site

Earth Engine is in production
Currently, IE has developed, manufactured, and is installing 7.5 to 25-kilowatt engines, capable of driving up to 4,000 pounds of inertia power and
delivering in excess of 25 kilowatts.

Earth Engine is changing the world
Earth Engine is the solution to the fatiguing, overloaded, and in some countries, non-existent utility infrastructure.

How is this possible?
Earth Engine operates on the same principle as the ‘Slingshot Effect’
space travel phenomenon, which enables a spacecraft to increase velocity
via a gravitational assist. (Remark by A. Schneider : « Swing-by-Effect »)
In 2009, Dennis Danzik, an industrial engineer, scientist, and graduate of the
MIT product development program, postulated that the same effect might
be replicated on a smaller scale using magnets containing rare earth.

The problem Danzik faced was that a magnet’s ‘push’ is always equal to its
‘pull.’ But in the summer of 2012, Danzik succeeded in altering the ‘polarity’
of a magnet. He made one pole stronger than the other, inventing an Asymmetrical Magnet array, and the applied science of Magnetic Propulsion
was born*
*Remark of A. Schneider:
Dipl.-Ing. Wilhelm Seibel has applied a patent to « Focusing of the fields of
lines of magnetic force of permanent magnets and alignment of the magnetic
flow », see: WO9829882 (A1) resp. the original document
www.borderlands.de/Links/WO9829882A1.pdf

Frequently Asked Questions
How much energy does it produce?
Earth Engine is capable of producing 25+Kw of mechanical energy. This energy
can be used to generate electricity, operating pumps, compressors, and other mechanical devices.
How does this compare to other energy sources?
Earth Engine is the only known power source propelled by Asymmetrical Magnetic Propulsion, producing energy that can be applied to generating electricity, and
operating pumps, compressors, and other mechanical devices. With its massive list
of features that set it above the competition. Earth Engine does not consume any

fossil fuels, it does not run on the sun, the wind, hydro, bio-fuels, or radioactive fuel
sources. It can run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year creating constant
energy unlike renewable technologies such as solar and wind. It is not reliant on a
reaction, or burning of fuel source.
How can I invest in Inductance Energy, or sell the Earth Engine technology?
Individuals, corporations, and municipalities can invest or participate with IE
Earth Engine technology and ZEROGRID strategies in a multitude of ways. Visit
our Get Involved page for further details.
Is this a perpetual motion machine?
Earth Engine is not a perpetual motion machine. Earth Engine uses the force created from two opposing magnets. Magnets are a depleting resource that requires
“recharging” every three years. If the engine is shut down, it will stop rotating the
drive system.

Additional Links:
https://e-catworld.com/2019/03/15/inductance-energy-corporation-iec-shows-installed-magnetmotor-in-las-vegas-video/
https://revolution-green.com/earth-engine-claimed-3-years-40-kw-mechanical-energy-productionmagnets/
https://events.blackbirdrsvp.com/2018-iec-investor-conference

See also:
http://www.borderlands.de/Links/Earth-Engine.pdf

